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PEKO Wins 2020 Top Defense Manufacturing Award

Consulting company recognized for cradle-to-grave product development strategy.
ROCHESTER, N.Y. — PEKO Precision Products, Inc. has earned the Top Defense Manufacturing
Consulting/Service Companies award for 2020, a distinction bestowed by Manufacturing Technology Insights
magazine. The award recognized companies that are at the forefront of providing defense manufacturing
consulting/services and impacting the industry.
The recognition highlights the value of PEKO’s cradle-to-grave strategy to help defense industry prime
contractors bring state-of-the-art equipment such as communications systems, control modules and electronics
cabinetry to the DoD market that satisfy stringent DoD requirements. With this approach, the company works
on design-assist, development, and manufacturing of a product, and manages it through its lifecycle.
“We’re honored to be recognized for our distinct cradle-to-grave strategy and in-house capabilities,” said Vice
President Sales and Engineering Dan Brokaw. “This award marks an exciting time in our company’s evolution
as a solution provider for defense OEMs looking for a supplier who can completely support their products from
engineering and manufacturing develop to full production.”
Among PEKO’s full-service suite of manufacturing services it offers across 340,000 square feet of
manufacturing space include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Machining
Sheet metal
Fabrication
Welding
Finishing
Assemblies

The company also has international certifications such as: AS9100 and ISO9001 for Aerospace & Defense,
ITAR and NIST/CMMC as standards for cybersecurity.
PEKO started in 1966 as a tool & die shop and soon after developed two divisions: Machining & Assembly and
Systems Automation. Over the last 10 years, it transitioned the engineering group from automation into New
Product Introduction engineering. Today, PEKO has eight separate locations within Rochester, New York.

ABOUT PEKO — Founded in 1966 as a precision tool fabricator, PEKO has grown into a multi-faceted

advanced center for technology development and product commercialization. Today, from its expansive
manufacturing space in Rochester, NY, PEKO offers a full suite of services to completely supports defense
OEMs’ products, from engineering and manufacturing development to full-rate production.
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